The use of panel data in economics has become more widespread in recent years (Hsiao (1986) ). One model that is often adopted to take into account the heterogeneity of the cross-sectional units in the panel is the fixed effects model. When the number of crosssectional units is large, it is computationally difficult, if not impossible, to compute the ordinary least squares (OLS) estimates using the standard formula. 
It is well known that this estimate is identical to the last K elements of (WlW)-'W'Y. Thus, the covariance transformation simply enables one to obtain the OLS estimate of B by a computationally convenient method.
Given the assumption that X, is contemporaneously correlated with (E, the OIS estimator of /3 is not consistent. A common remedy to this problem is to use instrumental variables. Thus, assume that there exists a (N x R) matrix (R L K) of instruments, 2 = [Z, X,11 for X such that' plim(l/H)(Z'sc) = 0, plim(l/H)(Z'qZ) is a non-singular matrix of finite constants, and plim(l/H) (Z'P$X) is a matrix of finite constants of full column rank. Let 6' = (al @')I.
The IV estimator of 6, d'", is given by (see Bowden and Turkington (1884) ) When H is large, it will be computationally difficult to obtain the IV estimates from either (7) or. (8) involves inverting a matrix of order (H + K). Thus, to use the covariance transformation to reduce the the matrices that need to be inverted. I will 4 because each one might want dimensions of consider two approaches to applying the covariance transformation.
The first yields an estimate of /3 that is identical to the one given in (7) or (8). The second yields an estimator that differs from b'", and moreover, is an inconsistent estimator of /3. I consider this second approach because, as I will discuss below, it corresponds to an error that is often made in obtaining the two stage least squares estimates of the parameters of simultaneous equation It is clear from (9) and (11) In the second stage, Y* is regressed on k* = M$ = [M& %X2]. This is equivalent to obtaining an estimator of j3 by using X in place of i in (12),i.e.,
In the This error is essentially the same as one that is often made in estimating simultaneous equation models, where many researchers omit some of the predeterminedvariables in the first stage regressions (Hausman (1983) and Bowden and Turkington (1984) ).
In summary, I have described how to use the covariance transformation to correctly compute the IV estimator of the fixed effects model as a two stage least squares estimator. In particular, I showed that the transformation should be used>in.both stages. Proof. Using equation (12) in the text and the definition of 2, we have
APPENDIX
The assumptions made above imply that 
